A CALL TO ACTION:
COLORECTAL CANCER IN THE YOUNG -
AN ALARMING TREND

Colorectal cancer is highly treatable if detected early, but because the standard screening age is 50, and patients often aren’t aware of the symptoms of colorectal cancer, the disease is often overlooked in young people; thereby, resulting in lack of treatment and eventual diagnosis at later stages.

A CALL TO ACTION is designed to highlight and tackle this unmet medical need.

This program is intended for the healthcare practitioner on the frontlines. There is no cost to attend but registration is required. Meals will be provided.

April 21, 2018  8:30 am – 3:30 pm

Quest Conference Center | 8405 Pulsar Place | Columbus, OH 43230

To register and for more conference information go to:

columbus.vc.ons.org (Comm Outreach tab)

Registration opens on February 20, 2018 and closes on April 6, 2018 or when we reach capacity.

This program is being jointly provided by Fairfield Medical Center, The Columbus Chapter of the Oncology Nursing Society and the American Cancer Society.

This activity is anticipated to offer CME Credits through Fairfield Medical Center, pending approval of all content. The Fairfield Medical Center is accredited by the Ohio State Medical Association (OSMA) to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

This activity has been submitted to the Ohio Nurses Association for approval to award contact hours. The Ohio Nurses Association is accredited as an approver of continuing nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center's Commission on Accreditation. (OBN-001-81).
In collaboration with Fairfield Medical Center, The American Cancer Society, and The Columbus Chapter of the Oncology Nursing Society

A CALL TO ACTION
COLORECTAL CANCER IN THE YOUNG-
AN ALARMING TREND - AGENDA

7:30am – 8:30am
Exhibit Set-Up

8:30am-9:00am  
Registration, Continental Breakfast & Exhibit Visit

9:00-9:15am
Welcome/Call to Action TBD

9:15-9:45am
Not on Anyone’s Radar/Medscape video- John Marshall, MD

9:45am-10:00am
Patient Case - Lynette Sutkowi-Toomajian, DO
Henry Ford Macomb Hematology & Oncology - Michigan

10:00am – 10:20am
Break & Exhibitor Visit

10:20am-11:00am
Risk Factors and Changing Epidemiology of Colon Cancer-
Sam Mikhail, MD – The Zangmeister Cancer Center- Mt. Carmel Health System

11:00am-11:15am
Patient Case – Laurianne Scott DO, FACOG/Deidre Arms NP
Fairfield Medical Center – Lancaster, Ohio

11:15am-11:45am
Best Practices- Screening and Detection in Colon Cancer-
Darrell Gray, MD - The Ohio State University

11:45am- 12:15am
Health Maintenance for young patients - Kevin Gulley, MD
Ohio Health

12:30pm-1:30pm  
Panel Discussion/ Lunch (Exhibitors join)- Lunch for all

1:30pm- 2:00pm
Nuts and Bolts, in talking with your patients about Anemia and Iron Deficiency/ Communicating with patients –
Joe Hofmeister, MD (analogies)- The Bing Cancer Center-
Columbus Oncology and Hematology Associates

2:00pm-2:30pm
The Ohio Colorectal Cancer Prevention Initiative –
Peter Stanich, MD – The Ohio State University

2:30pm-3:00pm  
Colorectal Cancer Alliance -Never2Young- Survey– Kim Newcomer

3:00pm-3:30pm
Panel Discussion – Take Aways -possible next steps

3:30pm
Adjourn/ Evaluation